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Abai’s poetry and the problem of 
literary connections 

The article is about the great poet of the Kazakh people Abai Kunan
baev’s creative connection with the Russian literature. The influence of Rus
sian poetry is thoroughly analyzed in the poems of the author. Abai Ku
nanbaev translated poems of Russian poets. This shows his contribution to 
the Kazakh poetry. The ways of improvement and achievement of author’s 
works are considered in the article. M. Auezov states that Lermontov’s lyrics 
has here enormous influence on Abai. This was Abai’s first poem where he 
changed rhythm of each line, syllable division immensely, sometimes his 
poems consist of fourfive words, even there are moments when one word 
makes one line. We can also see that Russian literature’s a profound impact 
on Abai’s poem «When a shadow lengthens». According to М.Auezov this 
poem takes a special place among those written with a realistic tradition. 
The author depicts four seasons and tries to connect them with his feelings. 
It is normal that Russian’s literature affected Abai’s translations. 

Key words: classic poetry, expression, critical realism, aesthetic 
choice, lyrics, tolgau, rhythm, syllable. 
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Абай поэзиясы және әдеби 
бай ла ныс мәселесі

Бұл мақалада қа зақ хал қы ның ұлы ақы ны Абай Құ нан байұлы ның 
орыс әде биеті мен шығ армашы лық бай ланы сы сөз бол ады. Ақын 
өлең де рі не орыс поэзиясы ның ықпалы жанжақ ты тал данады. Орыс 
ақын дары ның шығ армала рын аудару ар қы лы Абай қа зақ поэзия
сына жаңа лық тар ен гіз ген ді гі нақ ты мыс ал дар ар қы лы сараланады. 
мақалада ақын шығ армалары ның же ті лу жол дары, олар дың түр лі 
бе лес те рі бе ріл ген. Мақалада М. Әуе зов абай да лер мон тов ли рик
асы ның зор әсе рі бар тә різ ді де ген ді мең зейді. Бұл – Абaй дың әр 
жол дың ыр ғaқ, буын  өл ше уін  қaт ты өз ге рт кен, кей жо лы төртбес 
сөз ден құ рыл сa, кей де 1 сөз 1 жол бо лып кел ген, Абaй дың өлең уәзі
нің өзі тa уып , соғ aн лaйық тaп ән шығ aр ғaн ең aл ғaш қы өле ңі. Абaй
дың «Кө лең ке бa сын ұзaр тып» өле ңін де де орыс әде биеті нің ықпaлы 
бaй қалады. М. Әуе зов тің айт уын да бұл өлең та биғ ат жа йын да реа
лис тік дәс түр мен ірі су рет шіл дік пен ту ғыз ған шығ арма лар қата рын да 
жаңа сапада бө лек ше кө рі не ді, орыс клас сик алық поэзиясы дәс тү рі
нен ауыс қан ірі ерек ше лік бар. Та биғ ат көр кін ақын көл де нең нен көр
мейді, дү ние су ре тін өз кө ңі лі мен бай ла ныс тыра жыр лайды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: клас сик алық поэ зия, эксп рес сия, сын шыл реа лизм, 
эс те тик алық тал ғам, ли рика, тол ғау, ыр ғақ, буын .

Мусaлы Л., Айт мух aн бе товa А., 
Сол тaнaевa Е.

Поэзия Абая и проб лемы 
литера тур ной связи 

Статья пос вя щена твор чест ву ве ли ко го казахс ко го поэта Абая Ку
нан баева и его тес ной свя зи с русс кой ли тер ату рой. С раз лич ных сто
рон расс мат рив ают ся про цес сы влия ния русс кой поэзии на твор чест
во поэта. При во дят ся конк рет ные при ме ры о но виз не в казахс кой 
поэ зии, связ ан ные с пе ре вод ами произ ве де ний русс ких поэ тов. Оп
ре де ле ны рaз лич ные этaпы и эво лю ция произ ве де ний поэтa. В статье 
анали зи рует ся мне ние М. Ауе зова, дел ающе го на мек на ог ром ное 
влия ние ли ри ки лер мон това на поэзию Абая. Это пер вое сти хот во ре
ние, значи тель но из ме нив шее ритм и раз мер стиха, сос тоящее иног да 
из из 45 слов, иног да ст рофа из 1 слова, на пом нив пе сен нюю ме
ло ди ку. В сти хот во ре нии Абaя «Кө лең ке бa сын ұзaр тып» чувс твует ся 
влия ние русс кой ли тер aту ры. По мне нию М. Ауе зовa, в ря ду произ
ве де ний пей зaж ной ли ри ки, нa пис aн ных в трaди ци он ном реa лис ти
чес ком сти ле, это сти хот во ре ние от лич aет ся но виз ной и вып aдaет из 
клaс си чес кой русс кой поэти чес кой трaди ции. Крaсо ту при ро ды поэт 
ви дит не прос то глaзaми, но ри сует жиз нь нaхо дя отк лик в собст вен
ной ду ше, в свя зи с ду шев ны ми нaст рое ниями.

Клю че вые слова: клас си чес кая поэ зия, эксп рес сия, кри ти чес кий 
реа лизм, эс те ти чес кий вы бор, ли рика, тол гау, ритм, слог.
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Early data about Abai’s poetic workshop was published in 
the articles «Semipalatinsky listoktagy»(№250-252), «Abai 
Kunanbaev» written by Alikhan Bokeykhan in 1904. Consequently 
Abai read Spencer’s «Experiment», Lewis’s «Positive Psychology», 
Draper’s «History of the intellectual development of Europe», Cher-
nyshevsky’s articles in «Sovremennik» (Contemporary) and was 
well aware of their fate [1].

Alikhan Bokeikhan shouted about Abai’s greatness as a poet, 
added the poet’s poems extolling nature’s beauty of each season 
in line with the work of the greatest poems of Europe. «Akhmet 
Baitursynuly focused his attention on the samples gained from the 
Russian culture: made friends with the Russians, began to appreci-
ate and look at poetry differently after realizing the importance of 
poems» [2]. 

A. Baitursynuly knew and considered that it was genius of Abai 
to realize the importance of taking the Russian’s samples of poems 
into Kazakh poetry was the key to his success in the poetry. He was 
the first to find out that there are an extensive number of samples of 
speech. 

The works of Bokeikhan about Abai’s nature of thinking were 
of a great importance to А. Baitursynuly. »He tried to find the truth, 
talk from the heart, nevertheless Abai read the books of European 
writers, According to the writer, investigator of the state of transla-
tion Galikhan Bokeikhan, Abai was an avid reader of the works of 
European thinkers as Spenser, Lewis, Draper. Lermontov was his 
favorite Russian poet whose poems he read with great pleasure» [2].

As far as speech clarity is concerned A. Baitursynuly likes the 
way the Russian writers deal with the problem of speech clarity. 

Rymgali Nurgali pointed out that Abai’s connection to the Rus-
sian literature was one of the main directions of A. Baiturynuly’s 
heritage. 

In1916 in his article «Look through Literature» Nazir Toreky-
lov wrote: «I think it is not scary to imitate Europe because one of 
the strong assets of Europe’s culture is the spirit of criticism – the 
criticism for us means something we cannot manage, cope with 
like not seeing the light at the end of the tunnel. If imitation goes 
beyond the limit, the spirit of criticism will open our eyes and in-
dicate our mistakes. Abai is the father of our literature, he devoted 
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himself to poetry realizing the significance of the 
way he chose» [1].

One of Abai’s novelties is the fact that he found 
a form through translation. 

 Kazhym Zhumaliev investigated poetry of Abai 
from the scientific viewpoint and made everything 
clear about his works: «But in our opinion the sam-
ples which were taken from Russian literature are 
connected with other sides of his works. Abai is the 
only author who made everything to borrow new 
words, new sentence constructions compared with 
other authors. Despite the fact that single words, 
names were frequently taken from the Arabic and 
Persian languages, if we panetrate deep into the 
origin of the words and sentences used in Abai’s 
speech, we realize that the words come from not the 
Arabic and Persian languages, but originate from 
the Russian language and literature» [4]. 

Abai managed to learn how to create characters 
and borrow ideas from Russian literature. He did not 
hesitate to master these methods. He used many po-
etical methods and let an extensive amount of new 
words come into the Kazakh language. 

«The new words of Abai were formed by vari-
ous methods and ways. Some words are not the 
words of Kazakh and were borrowed from other lan-
guages. The others, despite the fact that the stem of 
the words come from our own language, are used by 
adding suffixes to the stem of the word. Today there 
are words used with epithet and simile in order to 
create characters and achieve artistry. However, the 
words were used in his every day speech, he tried to 
change the order of the words in the sentences, made 
new expressions, in other words he tried to create 
new words and new sentences» [4].

Kazhym Zhumaliev points out that genius of 
Abai was not the fact that he borrowed new words, 
sentence constructions as a sample from the Russian 
language and literature, but his own words and word 
combinations he created such as: «men synyk zhan» 
(I am a broken soul), «auru zhurek akyryn sogady 
zhai»( diseased heart beats slowly), «zhaltandagan 
zhas zhurek» (young heart), «konady bir kun zhas 
bult, zhartastyn torin kushaktap» (a cloud spreads 
over one day, giving a hug to the top of the hills), 
«zhas zhurek zhaiyp saysagin (A young heart opens 
its wings)».

Abai’s many words and samples have come 
from nourishing roots of Russian literature. Trans-
lation was the factor that nourished Abai’s speech. 

Taken Alimkulov looked deep into the mysteri-
ous sides of Abai’s works and states that Abai had 
translated Lermontov’s poem by two versions and 
showed his mastery.

«Skilled realistic» translational custom takes its 
root from Abai, as well as translation culture does 
take its root from Abai and this fact was investigated 
by T. Alimkulov. He also investigated Abai’s mys-
tery and power of his translation of works and states 
him as a genius poet of all time. It was him who laid 
foundation to the art of the theory of translation. 

Abai’s translated works are sufficiently tight-
ened so that the sentences do not wonder; poetic 
translation – battle of two languages, the combina-
tion of ideas, feelings, characters and all these fac-
tors should be boiled with the blood of the inter-
preter. The translator is a rival to the original, the 
prosperity of the translation is – an inexhaustible 
treasure. Abai translates clearly. When the poetry is 
translated equally and similar to the original, one is 
filled with a wonderful feeling» [5]. 

T. Alimkulov observes the purity, sincer-
ity, meaningfulness, novelty,enormous concern in 
Abai’s translations. 

Т. Alimkulov makes some founded, unexpected 
and clear comments on Abai’s mysterious works. 
This is not just the speculation that arose from the 
wonder and useless admiration – it’s a thoughtful 
word which was said feeling the beats of the au-
thor’s heart, the taste of his words. This is an analy-
sis that was carried out forty years ago to investigate 
actual problems of Abailearning thoroughly. 

The researcher who stated the influence of Rus-
sian literature on Abai’s works, introduces a term 
concept. «He accepted the custom of critic realism 
from Russian literature». Have you noticed crit-
icheskii realism– is not critical realism, but critic 
realism. Critical – should be critical.

Taken Alimkulov points out the power of Abai’s 
poetry when investigating the problems of transla-
tion. 

«…Russian poem is written in harmony with 
rhythm and stress patterns, and is not necessarily 
formed on the equal syllable length. …Abai intro-
duced Kazakh syllabic poetry which composed of 
equal syllable length. Here we can see that he learned 
this from Russian poetry. He did not just take this 
method and use it but made it suitable for his na-
tion’s spirit. Knowing the two methods he used ini-
tial rhythm of Russian poetry, syllable stacking writ-
ing Kazakh zhyr and made a whole by uniting them 
with Kazakh folklore of early times. As a result there 
are pioneering, appropriate rhythm, rhyme, in other 
words a new form has appeared…» [5].

Т. Alimkulov says that Pushkin and Lermon-
tov tried to use not so many verbs, Abai who had 
«learned a lot» from these two personalities, did not 
use verbs as well. His rhyme is observed as a name 
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or sometimes as an imperative mood in his poetry. Т. 
Alimkulov’s saying about rhyme scheme concerns 
Abai’s poetical world. There are feminine rhyme 
and masculine rhyme in Russian poetry. They usual-
ly come on cross the line, rhythm waves are heared 
positively to our ears. There is no rhythm like this in 
Kazakh poetry. However, there is an equivalent to 
this cross line. It was mastery of Abai to compose 
this kind of rhythm. He managed to unite the weak 
points of Russian rhythm with Kazakh ones. 

Taking into account the fact that the research-
ers who investigated Abai’s heritage, said he had 
made seventeen new forms, T Alimkulov stresses 
that «the best thing about it is its external form. If 
we add the sonority, simplicity, efficiency of Abai’s 
poety to this form, the values of the form is likely to 
prosper» [5].

Abai tried to make use of methods and tech-
niques of Russian poem construction to some ex-
tent. He also contributed to the word-building. Abai 
could see the nature, directions of realistic literature 
of certain period from Russian literature. The Rus-
sian literature affected on his aesthetic choice, aim 
and position. 

Т. Alimkulov considered Abai’s poems were the 
translation of Russian romances and compared the 
translations with the original. «Аittim salem, kalam-
kas» (trans: My greetings, kalamkas) – «Karie glazki 
(trans: Brown eyes)», «Surgult tuman dym burkip» 
(trans: Thick fog dizzles wetness ) – by Glinka, «not 
the Autumnal Fine Rain», «Men kordim uzyn kaiyn 
kulaganin (trans: I saw a tall birch falling)» – by 
А.Rubinshtein, «broken heart» («I saw a birch»). 

M. Auezov was the first among Abailearners to 
state that this method was greatly used when Abai 
translated the works of Lermontov.

«When investigating the translated works of 
Abai from Lermontov, we should admit that Abai 
had contributed to the formation of Kazakh cul-
ture of contemporary poetry through translation. It 
should be appreciated by our generation. Abai trans-
lated Lermontov with extreme precision, that his 
own translations were no worse than the original not 
on terms of literary but harmony. With the intention 
of revealing the mysterious beauty, passion of Le-
rmontov’s poetry, he made a pioneering discovery 
that had never made before. Despite of the fact that 
his poems were composed of Kazakh words, it was 
his mastery to make profitable use of some words, 
change of words was effectively used» [5].

These changes were shown with exact examples 
in works of Kazhim Zhumaliev, Zaki Akhmetov.

Т. Alimkulov was the researcher who studied 
and connected Abai’s works with Russian and 

Western literature. Up to this time types of genres 
of Abai’s book of words were explained differently, 
his book of words was considered as a «diary» 
(Most of European great writers had a «diary»). 
Abai’s «diary» – his book of words.

It can not be stated that this custom came 
from the West. However, T. Alimkulov connects 
the individuality of Abai’s works with the West 
claiming that this custom was not from the East. 
It was individuality of Abai’s lyrics in which he 
depicts nature scenery.

«Each chapter of Abai’s heritage is worth 
considering it separately as an independent work. 
The deepest, the most valuable, fruitful of his 
heritage is the lyrics. It refers to the spirit of a 
man, melody of the soul, nature chanting, song of 
love. Apart from Abai’s awareness of life secrets, 
criticism of various intentions, behavior, his joys 
and sorrows, an impeccable skill can be seen in his 
ability to see, feel the nature. Here there is Abai’s:

The lyrics is worth of being joined the list of 
world’s famous poems. Abai depicts joys and 
sorrows of the nature, and adds his mood to it. The 
expressions, starting to get dark, the sun is warmed 
by the time, growing grey at a time, are in harmony 
with his inner world. He is the great writer who 
admits with sadness that the life is too short like this 
evening. His thoughts and feelings are smoothed in 
magical scenery. Sceneries like these are often given 
by a simile in the eastern poetry. Abai does not use 
a simile, but penetrates deep into bottom of feeling, 
thoughts and aims to show the culture of mastery» 
[5].

Taken strengthens Abai’s poems of love saying 
«cold word that comes from hot heart, «modest 
secret, words of wisdom» in his speech. He assesses 
by «Sample of cultural literature», «the words of 
realistic literature».

Т. Alimkulov’s outlook on Abailearning 
which deserves attention is related to Abai’s works 
«МАsgut», «Еskendir», «Asim angimesi». These 
works don’t originate from genre of the poem, they 
are in traditional eastern epic. Abai’s not dealing 
with the poem, he tries to explain that these works 
were lower than the authors opportunities.

«He wrote three epics (not poem). …There is 
a loss of inspiration for ending the poem «Asim 
angimesi» which was rewritten from Arabian 
nights» [5].

The author’s thought of «Мasgut» is plausible. 
This epic is stated to be taken from Turgenev in 
Murseit’s manuscript of 1907. There is no doubt 
that the plot of I.S. Turgenev’s story «An eastern 
legend» is similar to the story «МАsgut». However, 
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they are said to be different. It is said that Abai 
did not copy the style of others. «Еskindir» was 
similar to Draper’s work «History of the intellectual 
development of Europe». They are both about not 
reward but historical truth. «Why didn’t Abai write 
a poem that would be equal to ancient rich lyrics? ». 
There are four reasons for this.

1. There was nearly no realistic poem that could 
introduce the people with the peculiarities of the 
epoch and inner world of society on the Kazakh land 
at the time Abai lived. 

2. Abai needed a sample of the ancient chronicle.
3. There was no sample in the east.
4. Writing of edifications. He begins to write 

Book of words.
Т. Alimkulov is the writer who follows the way of 

Abailearners, Auezov. «At ancient times when there 
was no writing symbols, Abai raised Kazakh written 
literature on the level of professional literature, left 
an enormous works for future generation behind 
him. This is a prose written in free style. This is a 
literary translation equal to the original. These are 
sane epics. These are various kinds of poems», – 
T.Alimkulov said showing the role of Abai’s works 
in national spiritual history, he comprehended 
historical, social state of people’s life, the differences 
of literary trends of ХІХ century. He dealt with the 
stages of Russian colonialism. Abai described bitter 
sides of life and absolute truth… Shortanbai, Bukar 
zhiraular yelled at the phrase «bad times», he also 
analyses the early stages of colonialism process, 
different state of Abai’s times, aspiration for the 
new. 

There is a reflection of the East and West in the 
nature of Abai’s writing style. 

Touching upon the problem of style, individual 
style, author A, Ismakova says: «According to 
experts, style is developed, nurtured, improved, 
in its own way «learned» from reality, from 
culture, from its predecessors, from the material to 
which it is addressed. The style, of course, based 
on talent, personality of the artist, his life, the 
spiritual and artistic experience, the processes of 
its development, which, of course, are not the only 
natural phenomenon» [6].

А. Ismakova’s contribution to literature can be 
seen from her words about literature. She points out 
the role of individual style in national classic style 

which conquered the Kazakh people’s thinking and 
our culture. 

At the times of Soviet Union, especially in 
eighties of last century Abai became one of the 
theme that was totally investigated. 

A lot was said about Abai’s paying attention to 
the Russian literature, the historical reasons of his 
inspiration. However, despite the fact that social 
backgrounds had been talked about a lot for a long 
time, remains untouched. Abai’s connection with 
the Russian literature were considered in the works 
of Akhmet Baitursynov, but is «forgotten» today. 

«Literature introducer » Akhmet Baitursynov 
wrote the following about the influence of religious 
policy of nineteenth century and its causes on the 
folk literature: «Kazakh people are not totally 
Muslims, it is not difficult to turn them from Muslims 
into Christians» with this opinion Russia wanted to 
separate two nations, Kazakh and Nogai. The rich 
began to lead the policy of learning in Russian, not 
in Nogai. 

The new words, which did not exist before, 
appeared in the Kazakh Language. They were 
words, which were powerful not due to the religion, 
but owing to the language authority. The key aim 
of the basic written literature is spreading and 
strengthening of the religion, whereas the main 
purpose of the latter literature is language expansion, 
maintenance and brightening of the literature. Thus, 
written literature is divided into 2 parts: religious 
epoch, eloquent epoch [2].

We will not be mistaken, if we compare Abai 
Kunanbayev’s poetic skill with the endless, deep 
ocean. Wonderful artist of the word, gentle lyrist, 
word master, and first of all, he is a wise poet. This 
opinion is related to his songs about life aspects, 
connects with his philosophic worldview and his 
wisdom words, especially his thoughts and ideas 
religion, Allah, religiousness. The whole description 
of the historic age, in which Abai lived himself, can 
be found in Abai’s creativity. Z.Akhmetov’s view 
, that «Abai’s poetry skillfully showed people’s 
fate, their national-characteristic features, their 
past way» (7,p.101),is still true and honest towards 
Abai’s poetry. Abai’s creativity is a great treasure, 
which will be more precious as the time passes by, 
in this term, it will be priceless heritage in young 
generations’ minds. 
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